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FILM AND VIDEO SPECS 

  
 
Welcome to The Chapel on Sycamore, a unique and historic venue that offers an unparalleled se:ng for film and video shoots. Located 
in downtown Decatur, our space combines rich history with modern ameniCes to provide filmmakers with a capCvaCng backdrop for 
their producCons. Although we’re proud of The Chapel’s history as a place of worship, we’re not affiliated with any religion, 
denominaCon, or church.  
 
Historic Charm:: Built in 1899, our venue boasts classic architectural details that make it an ideal locale. Outside, the stone walls of the 
facade set the stage for a dramaCc backdrop. Inside, the wood ceilings with matching beams and stained glass windows create a Cmeless 
atmosphere, preserving the charm and character of its storied past. From grand architecture to intricate details, every corner of The 
Chapel exudes a sense of history and authenCcity. 
 
Versa/le Spaces:: With several versaCle spaces available, including historic main Chapel, inCmate front gathering room and uClity 
classroom spaces, filmmakers have the flexibility to bring their creaCve visions to life. Whether it's a period piece, a contemporary 
se:ng, or something in between, our venue offers the perfect canvas for any producCon. 
 
Easily Accessible:: Centrally located just miles from downtown Atlanta, our locaCon is easily accessible to metro Atlanta, including 
DeKalb, Fulton, GwinneV, and Cobb counCes.  
 
State-of-the-Art Facili/es:: While steeped in history, The Chapel on Sycamore is equipped with updated faciliCes to meet the demands of 
modern filmmaking. From ample power supply (circuitry map provided upon request) to sound equipment to spacious dressing rooms 
and producCon areas, our venue ensures a seamless producCon experience from start to finish. 
 
Experienced Staff:: Our dedicated team of professionals has extensive experience working with filmmakers and producCon crews, 
offering unparalleled support and experCse throughout the producCon process. From iniCal planning to final wrap, we're here to ensure 
your shoot is a success. 
 
Over the years, The Chapel on Sycamore has played host to a wide range of film and video producCons, including Lila & Eve (starring 
Viola Davis and Jennifer Lopez), music videos by Quavo, Playboi CarC and Ace Hood. Our historic venue has been featured in numerous 
films, TV shows, commercials, and music videos, solidifying its reputaCon as a sought-aber locaCon for filmmakers. 

 
WHY CHOOSE US?

	
Unique SeAng:: Immerse yourself in history and beauty at The Chapel on Sycamore, where every corner tells a story and every frame is 
a work of art. 
Unparalleled Support:: From locaCon scouCng to day-of assistance, our experienced team is commiVed to providing comprehensive 
support and guidance to ensure a seamless and successful shoot. 
Historic Charm, Modern Ameni/es:: With a perfect blend of historic charm and modern ameniCes, The Chapel on Sycamore offers the 
best of both worlds for filmmakers seeking a truly unique and memorable shooCng locaCon. 

 
For inquiries and bookings, please contact: 
Lisa Milko 
404 593 4595 
film@sycamorechapel.com 
sycamorechapel.com 
IG: sycamorechapel  

  
  
  
  

  


